SecureCo Security Consult
Use SecureCo Security Consult Service to assess your environment and bring clarity
to what matters most in protecting your valuable data.
Map your security state of play

Act with confidence, fast

Stay up to date

Why: The new workplace is here
and it’s more distributed than ever
before. With work extending to
home and employees embracing the
convenience of greater mobility, the
security risk to enterprise networks has
increased. Staying ahead of issues
and effectively managing security
risk relies on insights you can trust.

How can CISOs be sure their security
program is effectively protecting and
supporting business operations today
– and when an unforeseen attack
occurs tomorrow?

Why: Compliance isn’t set-andforget. Resilient organisations need
surety that their compliance program
is geared to perform in today’s
increasingly complex and rapidly
shifting security landscape.

How: SecureCo Security Consult
provides expert analysis of your
security environment.

SecureCo Security Consult pinpoints
critical areas for improvement
and provides a comprehensive
recommendation report on how
to better orchestrate your security
architecture.

How: Partner with SecureCo to
quickly identify, prioritise and mitigate
potential weaknesses in your PCI,
data and general compliance, and
strengthen your security posture.

In-person, in-depth.

The challenge

SecureCo’s solution

Is my organisation’s security, risk and compliance
infrastructure equipped to defend against today’s
threats? Are we investing where it matters most?

Security Consult will help you achieve best-practice
across all areas of your security and compliance
environment.

Benefits
Custom consultation

Reduce risk

On-site, full-day consultation session
with deep assessment of your broad
security environment and customised
recommendations for action.

Arm your security team with deep insights
to improve the efficiency of your security
response and compliance program.

Peace of Mind

Certified provider

Gain an immediate understanding
of where your organisation sits on the
compliance spectrum – and where to
prioritise your investment.

SecureCo is a certified Level 1 v3.2
PCI Service Provider.

Next Steps
Contact our knowledgeable sales team to find how your business
can get ahead: sales@secureco.co or +61 2 83 78 7878

secureco.co

